Hydrogen incorporation in stishovite at high pressure and symmetric hydrogen bonding in δ-AlOOH
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Abstract

First-principles calculations of stishovite (SiO₂), δ-AlOOH, and stishovite-δ-AlOOH solid solutions reveal that coupled substitutions of Al³⁺ and H⁺ for Si⁴⁺ provide a means for dissolving significant amounts of hydrogen in stishovite under lower-mantle conditions. The enthalpy of solution is positive, decreasing in magnitude with increasing pressure. Combining our results with a model of the configurational entropy we find that the solubility of water in stishovite exceeds 0.3 wt% H₂O at 25 GPa and 1500 K, realistic temperatures for subducting slabs, and that the solubility increases with increasing pressure and temperature. We predict asymmetric hydrogen bonding in the stishovite-δ-AlOOH solid solution that becomes increasingly symmetric with increasing pressure. Our results support the recently predicted symmetric hydrogen bonding in δ-AlOOH, and indicate that symmetric hydrogen bonding may be stable at ambient conditions in this material.
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1. Introduction

Nominally anhydrous minerals have the potential to transport and store a significant amount of water in the transition zone and lower mantle [1]. The incorporation of water into silicates is associated with mechanical weakening [2] and affects seismic wave anisotropy and attenuation [3]. Even small concentrations of water in mantle minerals can serve as a significant volatile reservoir in the planet [4].

Understanding the mechanism of hydrogen incorporation in silicates at mantle conditions is important because many nominally anhydrous minerals show increased hydrogen solubility with increasing pressure. For instance, hydrogen solubility in pyrope garnet increases by a factor of four between 0 and 10 GPa [5], and hydrogen solubility in olivine increases by a similar amount between just 50 and 300 MPa [6]. The solubility of hydrogen in olivine composition also increases dramatically as it undergoes polymorphic phase transitions to wasdleyite and ringwoodite (e.g. [7]).

Less is known about the solubility of water in materials with octahedrally coordinated silicon. Stishovite (rutile-structured SiO₂) forms in sub-
ducting basalt at depths greater than 300 km [8] and serves as a model for lower-mantle silicates with octahedrally coordinated silicon. With only a few likely arrangements of hydrogen in this relatively simple structure, stishovite is an ideal phase to consider when addressing mechanisms for water dissolution in high-pressure silicate phases. Moreover, stishovite is a chemically simple system that forms as a nearly pure phase in nominally anhydrous compositions, dissolving only small amounts of aluminum [9–11].

Experiments have shown that measurable amounts of H may be dissolved in the stishovite structure and that this mineral may be a major carrier of water to greater depths [12,13]. H solubility is found to be enhanced by the presence of aluminum, present in the lower mantle and subducting slabs as a minor component [12]. On the basis of these observations, Panero et al. [13] proposed a coupled substitution mechanism for the incorporation of hydrogen in stishovite: \( \text{Si}^{4+} = \text{Al}^{3+} + \text{H}^+ \). This mechanism is also suggested by the structural similarity of \( \text{SiO}_2 \) stishovite and its high-pressure \( \text{CaCl}_2 \)-structured polymorph and the \( \text{CaCl}_2 \)-structure high-pressure polymorph of \( \text{AlOOH} \) [14]. Our goal is to test the hypothesized solubility mechanism, to elucidate the structural environment of H in stishovite and the influence of hydrogen bonding on elasticity, and to predict the effect of pressure and temperature on H solubility in stishovite.

With this relatively simple nominally anhydrous silicate system, first-principles calculations can explore fundamental issues regarding the nature of hydrogen bonding at high pressure. While little is known about the fundamentals of hydrogen bonding at high pressure, several lines of evidence indicate that it may be qualitatively different from low-pressure hydrogen bonding. At low pressure, hydrogen bonds (O–H···O) consist of a shorter, stronger O–H bond (~0.9–1.1 Å) and a longer, weaker O···H bond. Compression experiments on \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \)-ice have revealed a pressure induced transition to a qualitatively different form of hydrogen bonding in which the two H–O distances are equal and the hydrogen bond is referred to as being symmetric. Ice retains its molecular identity up to about 60–70 GPa, at which point ice VII transforms to non-molecular, symmetrically bonded ice X without significant rearrangement of the oxygen lattice [15]. This transition is associated with an increase in bulk modulus at the transition pressure, indicating that the type of hydrogen bonding can affect the elasticity of materials greatly.

We describe first principles calculations of stishovite and a dilute stishovite–AlOOH solid solution that test the proposed coupled substitution of \( \text{Si}^{4+} + \text{O}^{2−} = \text{Al}^{3+} + \text{OH}^- \). Computations of the properties of the end-member \( \delta \)-AlOOH composition allow us to test the reliability of our theoretical methods for describing the physics of hydrogen bonding and to place our computations of defect structures into the context of solution thermodynamics, providing for predictions of hydrogen solubility in stishovite as a function of pressure and temperature.

2. Methods

2.1. Solubility of hydrogen into stishovite

The inter-solubility of two end-member compositions is controlled by the enthalpy and entropy of the solution: if the enthalpy of solution is negative, solid solution is complete. If the enthalpy of solution is positive (unfavorable), then solid solution is in general limited and temperature dependent, typically increasing with increasing temperature through the entropic contributions to the free energy of the solution. The equilibrium solubility is given by the minimum of the Gibbs free energy of solution \( \Delta G \) at a given temperature and pressure [16]:

\[
\Delta G(x, P, T) = \Delta H(x, P, T) − T \Delta S(x, P, T)
\]

where \( x \) is the extent of solid solution, and \( \Delta H \) and \( \Delta S \) are the enthalpy and entropy of solution, respectively. In this study, we compute \( \Delta H \) from first principles under static conditions (0 K) and assume that \( \Delta H \) does not depend on temperature, i.e. that the entropy of solution is ideal. We restrict our attention to the dilute solution limit by computing \( \Delta H \) for one dilute composition and assuming that \( \Delta H \) varies linearly with composi-
tion over the range of interest; we test this assumption with additional first principles calculations described below.

The entropy of solution has two sources: mixing of Al and Si on the octahedral sites and the multiplicity of symmetrically equivalent locations of the H atoms in the vicinity of the Al octahedron. We find that for each Al+H substitution, there are four possible H positions of identical energy. The configurational entropy, $\Delta S$, is derived directly from the definition:

$$\Delta S = k_B \ln(\Omega_N)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant. The number of possible configurations, $\Omega$, of $t$ Al+H coupled substitutions in a total of $N$ sites is:

$$\Omega_N(t) = \frac{4^t N!}{t!(N-t)!}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

By the Stirling approximation Eq. 2 can be rewritten as:

$$\Delta S = R[(1-x) \ln(1-x) + x \ln x] + Rx \ln(4)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $x$ is the mole fraction of aluminum: $t/N$. The solubility is found by solving $d\Delta G/dx = 0$.

Here we calculate the enthalpy of solution from the reaction:

$$(n-m)\text{SiO}_2$$(stishovite) + $m\text{AlOOH}$ =

$$(\text{Si}_{n-m}\text{Al}_m)\text{O}_{2n-m}$(OH)$_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The size of our computational supercell corresponds to $n = 24$, and we investigate structures with one and two defects ($m = 1, 2$). We argue below that the enthalpy of solution per defect is not sensitive to the value of $n$, i.e. we are essentially in the dilute limit.

2.2. Density functional theory calculations

We performed first principles calculations based on density functional theory within the local density (LDA) and pseudopotential approximations of fully relaxed, static (0 K) structures of stishovite, $\delta$-AlOOH, and solid solutions of intermediate composition using the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) [17–20]. All computations were based on a $2 \times 2 \times 3$ supercell containing 12 primitive unit cells, and from 72 (silica) to 96 (Al(OH)) atoms. Tests showed that a $1 \times 1 \times 1$ $k$-point mesh and a cutoff energy of 600 eV were sufficient to converge the total energy to within 10 meV and the equilibrium volume to within 0.1%. In order to test the effects of the assumed form of the exchange-correlation functional, we also performed calculations based on the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).

For silica, we relaxed SiO$_2$ in the rutile structure ($P4/mnm$) at pressures less than 45 GPa, and in $P1$ symmetry at higher pressures. Relaxation of the structure above 45 GPa results in the CaCl$_2$ structure ($Pnnm$) in agreement with experiment and previous theory [21,22].

For $\delta$-AlOOH structure relaxations were initiated with the anhydrous sublattice in the CaCl$_2$ structure ($Pnnm$) as found experimentally [23], but with H atoms on general positions, which lowered the initial symmetry to $P1$. H atoms were placed near, but not on half of the 4a sites [24] (Fig. 1c), and then all atom positions were fully optimized.

Calculations of stishovite–$\delta$-AlOOH solid solutions were performed with one Al+H for Si substitution per supercell, yielding a composition of 4.2 mol% Al and H (3.5 wt% Al$_2$O$_3$; 0.6 wt% H$_2$O), in a 73-atom supercell. We initiated relaxations with the H in several different positions, finding that bonding to the apical oxygen of the Al octahedron was most stable (Fig. 1b). We note that the composition is likely much more water rich than expected for stishovite in the mantle [13]. However, these calculations are in the dilute (non-interacting) limit as shown by the diminishing lattice strain associated with the defect, which essentially vanishes at distances less than half the relevant translational repeat unit (Fig. 1b). We did not consider the possibility of water molecules because infrared spectra show no evidence of the water bending mode [12].

2.3. Corrections to static calculations

Our calculations are static: they do not include the effects of lattice vibrations. In order to compare more directly with room temperature experimental observations, we have estimated the effects of lattice vibrations based on a simple
Fig. 1. Calculated structure of (a) stishovite, (b) stishovite with 4.2 mol% \( \text{Al}^{3+} + \text{H}^+ \), and (c) \( \delta\)-\text{AlOOH} at zero pressure in the (110) plane. Light gray octahedra are \( \text{AlO}_6 \) and dark gray octahedra are \( \text{SiO}_6 \), and black spheres are hydrogen atoms. Note the local distortion of the oxygen lattice in the solid solution (b) where the numbers represent the \((x,y)\) displacement in angstroms of the oxygen atom in the same plane as the hydrogen interstitial. The gray spheres in (b) show the other three energetically equivalent positions for the hydrogen interstitial.
model of the vibrational density of states. We consider the pressure due to zero-point motion, \( P_{zp} \) and the thermal pressure, \( P_{th} \) at 300 K [25].

The zero-point energy, \( E_{zp} \) is:

\[
E_{zp} = \sum_{i} \frac{\hbar}{2} \omega_i = 3nh\omega/2 \tag{6}
\]

where \( \hbar \) is Planck’s constant divided by 2\( \pi \), \( 3n \) is the number of modes per formula unit, \( \omega_i \) is the vibrational frequency of each mode, and \( \omega \) is the mean frequency. The zero-point pressure is given by the volume derivative:

\[
P_{zp} = -\left( \frac{\partial E_{zp}}{\partial V} \right)_T = -\frac{3nh}{2} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial V} \tag{7}
\]

We adopt the Debye model of the vibrational density of states. The Debye temperature, \( \Theta_D \), is related to the mean vibrational frequency as:

\[
\frac{3}{4} k_B \Theta_D = \hbar \omega \tag{8}
\]

where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann’s constant. Defining the Grüneisen parameter:

\[
\gamma = -\frac{\partial \ln \omega}{\partial \ln V} = -\frac{V}{\omega} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial V} \tag{9}
\]

the zero-point pressure is:

\[
P_{zp} = \frac{9n\gamma k_B \Theta_D}{8V} \tag{10}
\]

For stishovite, with \( \Theta_D = 1140 \) K, \( \gamma = 1.35 \) [26], and a volume per atom \( V/n = 7.67 \) \( \text{Å}^3 \), the zero-point pressure correction is 3.1 GPa.

In the Debye approximation, the thermal energy is:

\[
E_{th} = \frac{9nk_BT}{8V}
\]

and the thermal pressure is:

\[
P_{th} = -\left( \frac{\partial E_{th}}{\partial V} \right)_T = \frac{\gamma}{V} E_{th} \tag{12}
\]

Assuming \( \Theta_D \) and \( \gamma \) as above, we find that the thermal pressure is 0.6 GPa for a total pressure correction to static results of 3.7 GPa.

For the solid solution, thermal parameters are taken to be equal to those of pure stishovite. Assuming thermal parameters for corundum as an estimate for \( \delta\text{-AlOOH} \) (\( \Theta_D = 1034 \) K; \( \gamma = 1.32 \) [27]), the total correction at zero-pressure is 4.2 GPa, where 0.15 GPa comes from including the effects of the OH vibration to the thermal energy as an Einstein oscillator, taken as 2748 cm\(^{-1} \) [14].

3. Results

3.1. Stishovite

Our results for the structure of stishovite are within 0.4% of those of Karki et al. [22], where slight differences likely reflect the use of a different set of pseudopotentials. Our two highest pressure relaxations (56 and 64 GPa) yield the CaCl\(_2\) structure, and are in excellent agreement with previously calculated oxygen internal coordinates at those pressures [22]. Comparison with experiment is also excellent: at pressures below 47 GPa, temperature-corrected models reproduce volumes to within 0.9% and oxygen positions in rutile-struct-

### Table 1

Static structural parameters of stishovite, \( \delta\text{-AlOOH} \) and solid solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stishovite</th>
<th>Solid solution</th>
<th>( \delta\text{-AlOOH} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>4.1413 Å</td>
<td>4.1427 Å</td>
<td>4.6296 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>4.1155 Å</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2.6718 Å</td>
<td>2.6752 Å</td>
<td>2.8127 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>45.782 Å(^3)</td>
<td>45.987 Å(^3)</td>
<td>53.591 Å(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>0.3055</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>0.2412</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-H</td>
<td>1.037 Å</td>
<td>1.210 Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-O</td>
<td>1.694 Å</td>
<td>1.210 Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHO angle</td>
<td>177.1°</td>
<td>180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the solid solution lattice parameters are calculated assuming randomized substitutions as in Fig. 1b, and zero-pressure volumes are fit to a finite strain curve of energy vs. \( V^{-2/3} \).
tured SiO₂ within 0.3% of experimental values [28] (Tables 1–3; Figs. 1a and 2a).

3.2. δ-AlOOH

Our calculations show that hydrogen forms symmetric hydrogen along (110) at all non-negative pressures (Fig. 1c; Table 1). Calculations at negative pressures show that hydrogen bonding first becomes asymmetric upon expansion at −8 GPa. Our results disagree with those of Tsuchiya et al. [29] who found asymmetric hydrogen bonding at positive pressures, up to 28 GPa. The reason for this discrepancy is likely the different ap-

Table 2
Structural parameters corrected to 300 K compared to available experimental values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Measured</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 GPa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>4.153 Å</td>
<td>4.180 Å</td>
<td>4.657 Å</td>
<td>4.713 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>4.141 Å</td>
<td>4.224 Å</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2.679 Å</td>
<td>2.667 Å</td>
<td>2.829 Å</td>
<td>2.833 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>46.148 Å³</td>
<td>46.591 Å³</td>
<td>54.553 Å³</td>
<td>56.395 Å³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Ross et al., 1990 [28].
b Suzuki et al., 2000 [23].

c Reanalyzed from Vanpeteghem et al., 2002 [30].

Table 3
Equations of state for stishovite, δ-AlOOH and solid solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>K₀ (GPa)</th>
<th>K₀’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VASP:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stishovite</td>
<td>320.0</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stish+4.2 mol% Al³⁺+H⁺</td>
<td>312.2 (2.1)</td>
<td>4.8 (fixed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ-AlOOH</td>
<td>314.1</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>303.7 (7.9)</td>
<td>4.8 (fixed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment (300 K):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stishovite</td>
<td>230.4 (3.2)</td>
<td>4.1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stishovite+2.1 wt% Al₂O₃</td>
<td>312.9 (3.4)</td>
<td>4.8 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ-AlOOH</td>
<td>278.4 (9)</td>
<td>3.7 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>188.0 (5.8)</td>
<td>9.4 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>217.8 (1.9)</td>
<td>4 (fixed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Panero et al., 2003 [10].
b Reanalyzed from Ono et al., 2002 [11] (H content is unmeasured).
c Reanalyzed from Vanpeteghem et al., 2002 [30].

Fig. 2. Pressure–volume relationships for the three structures modeled. Solid line is the fit to the calculated static points (crosses), dashed line is corrected to 300 K, and circles are experimental points for (a) stishovite [10], (b) 2.4 mol% (2.1 wt%) Al in stishovite [11], and (c) δ-AlOOH [30]. The volume axis is such that the range of volumes (V/V₀) is equivalent.
proximations to the exchange-correlation potential used in the two studies: whereas we used LDA, Tsuchiya et al. [29] used GGA. We tested this hypothesis by performing a series of GGA calculations. We found that at the same volume, GGA and LDA predicted nearly identical structures, the most significant difference being in the calculated pressure, which was higher by 8 GPa for GGA than for LDA. We found that the two sets of calculations agree in the range of volume over which asymmetric hydrogen bonding occurs, but not in pressure.

Several lines of evidence support our prediction of symmetric hydrogen bonding in N-AlOOH at ambient and higher pressures. The non-bonded O–O distance in δ-AlOOH is very short: 2.42 Å, similar to the O–O distance in symmetrically bonded Ice X (2.4 Å) at its lowest pressure of stability [15]. Powder neutron diffraction shows that β-CrOOH may also exhibit symmetric hydrogen bonds although fits to the data cannot distinguish between symmetric and asymmetric hydrogen bonding [24]; the O–O distance in β-CrOOH is 2.472(3) Å. Raman spectra reported in Ohtani et al. [14] show a broad band at 2748 cm⁻¹ that may be due to OH bond stretching. Such a low frequency is expected for symmetric hydrogen bonds, whereas the hydroxyl of asymmetric hydrogen bonds generally has a higher stretching frequency. Finally, we make the testable prediction that since the hydrogen bond is symmetric, the hydroxyl stretching frequency should increase with increasing pressure.

Structural and compressional experimental data agree with our temperature-corrected theoretical results to within 3.3% (Tables 2–3). Calculated linear compressibilities further support our prediction of symmetric hydrogen bonding. We find that the c-axis is most compressible, in agreement with experimental static-compression data [30] and with the calculations of Tsuchiya et al. [29] over the pressure interval that those authors find symmetric bonding. The greater compressibility along the c-axis reflects the orientation of the O–H–O bond along <110>, which stiffens the a- and b-axes with respect to the c-axis. This is in contrast to stishovite where the c-axis is significantly stiffer than the a-axis [28]. In the asymmetric bonding regime at pressures less than −8 GPa, we find a transition in the trend of compressibility where the c-axis becomes the stiff axis.

3.3. 4.2 mol% solid solution

The inclusion of 4.2 mol% aluminum and hydrogen for silicon in the stishovite structure results in a greater zero-pressure volume (0.4%) and a bulk modulus that is indistinguishable from stishovite.

We found that hydrogen was most stable when bonded to the apical oxygen of the Al-octahedron, with the hydroxyl bond along <110> and co-planar with Al (Fig. 1b). The location of the hydrogen is consistent with predictions made from charge density analyses [31] and the experimental observation that the OH bond stretch absorbs light polarized normal to the c-axis [12]. We found that H bonded instead to one of the equatorial oxygens of the Al-octahedron was mechanically unstable and relaxation returned the H to the apical position. When hydrogen was not directly associated with an AlO₆ octahedron, the energy cost was significant. A configuration in which the H was bonded to an oxygen of a Si-octahedron was higher in energy by more than 1 eV per hydrogen. The energy costs are greater for locating the hydrogen within the AlO₆ octahedron, about 5 eV greater than the most stable arrangement reported here.

The Al-octahedron is rotated with respect to the Si-octahedra by an amount that corresponds to fractional coordinates of the oxygens of x = 0.337 and y = 0.282 in terms of the CaCl₂ structure (Fig. 1b). This rotation is identical in sense, though slightly less in magnitude to that which relates the octahedra in the stishovite and the δ-AlOOH structures. The relatively short O–O distance and correspondingly long O–H distance in the stishovite–δ-AlOOH solid solution (Table 1) would lead one to expect a low OH stretching frequency compared to other nominally anhydrous minerals [32], consistent with the value of 3111 cm⁻¹ observed by Pawley et al. [12]. Because the bond is asymmetric, we anticipate that the vibrational frequency should decrease with increasing pressure (mode Grüneisen parameter
less than zero), opposite to the trend we predict for δ-AlOOH.

Results for two substitutions show that the enthalpy of solution does not depend strongly on their mutual arrangement: results for edge- and corner-sharing Al-octahedra and maximally separated substitutions differ by less than 0.37 eV at 0 GPa (Fig. 4a). This indicates that the entropy of mixing is nearly ideal, and therefore Eq. 3 applies.

4. Solubility of Al³⁺+H⁺ in stishovite

By comparing to the enthalpies of the end-members, we find that the solid solution has a positive enthalpy of solution. The magnitude of the enthalpy of solution (1.1 eV/defect at 0 GPa; Eq. 5), is small enough to allow significant solution at modest temperatures (Eqs. 1–3) (Fig. 4a). Increasing pressure decreases the enthalpy of solution, which means that we expect the solubility to increase with increasing pressure.

Based on our first principles results and a model for the entropy of solution as discussed above, we find that the solubility of hydrogen and aluminum into stishovite at 1500 K and 25 GPa is about 2.0 mol% (0.3 wt% H₂O), increasing to 7.5 mol% (1.15 wt% H₂O) at 60 GPa. Compared to available data from Ono et al. [33] for the breakdown of phase Egg, Al₅SiO₃(OH), between 11 and 17 GPa, the predicted solubilities at 0 and 25 GPa bracket these experimental values (Fig. 4b), indicating the coupled Al³⁺+H⁺ substitution is a likely mechanism for water incorporation in stishovite.

Additional arrangements of hydrogen in the...
unit cell can also increase the number of possible sites, and therefore increase the configurational entropy contribution to the solubility, though at the cost of a higher enthalpy. As discussed above, additional arrangements tested have a significantly greater energy (> 1 eV) than the lowest energy configuration considered here and so are expected to contribute little to the partition function or the solubility. Calculations show that consideration of these higher-energy arrangements will increase the total solubility, and therefore our results should be considered a lower bound. A single arrangement with 1 eV greater excess enthalpy of mixing contributes an additional solubility of 0.07 mol% Al$_3^+$ and H$_3^+$ in stishovite at 25 GPa and 2000 K (0.9% relative increase).

5. Discussion and conclusions

Our results support the proposed coupled substitution of Si$_4^+$ + O$_2^-$ = Al$_3^+$ + OH$_3^-$ in stishovite and find a maximum solubility of 0.3 wt% H$_2$O in stishovite at 25 GPa and 1500 K. Stishovite forming in subducting slabs [8,34] can be expected to form in the presence of Al and H, incorporating significant amounts of both aluminum and hydrogen. If significant amounts of water exist in oceanic crust subducted to depths greater than 300 km, stishovite must be considered a candidate for crystallographic storage of that water. Significant hydrogen and aluminum solubility in stishovite, also has important implications for our understanding of phase equilibria in subducting slabs; our results and previous experimental results indicate that stishovite cannot be treated as a pure phase in the presence of Al and H. We note that coexisting phases (i.e. perovskite, garnet, corundum) may compete with stishovite for Al and/or H, so that the maximum solubility of Al+H in stishovite in a multi-phase mantle assemblage may be less than we have calculated.

Our results suggest that hydrogen bonding in Earth may not be uniformly asymmetric as is commonly observed in hydrous and nominally anhydrous minerals at low pressure. We find symmetric bonding in the δ-AlOOH end-member at zero pressure. The solid solution shows a tendency towards greater symmetry of the hydrogen bond with increasing pressure; extrapolation of the trends shown in Fig. 3 indicate that the solid solution may exhibit symmetric bonding at a pressure of 93 GPa. Pressure-induced symmetrization of the hydrogen bond would alter much of the physics and chemistry of hydrogen incorporation in minerals, including the elastic constants.

The stishovite-δ-AlOOH solid solution provides a uniquely clear opportunity to investigate the influence of hydrogen on the elasticity of a nominally anhydrous mineral (NAM). In many NAMs, the addition of hydrogen is accompanied by the addition of other impurities or defects that also have a substantial influence on the elasticity, making it difficult to isolate the effect of the hydrogen bond. For instance, well-characterized hydrous ringwoodite samples indicate that hydrogen substitutes directly for Mg$_2^+$ and Si$_4^+$, resulting in a significantly weaker structure [35,36]. In the case of stishovite, the bulk modulus of the defect AlO$_6$ octahedra (257 GPa [28]) are similar in stiffness to the host SiO$_6$ octahedra (342 GPa [28]), which, along with the location of the hydrogen bonds in the $a$-$b$ plane allow us to effectively isolate their influence.

The influence of hydrogen on elasticity depends strongly on whether the hydrogen bond is asymmetric or symmetric; the asymmetric bond appears to influence elastic anisotropy much more strongly than volume compression. The asymmetric hydrogen bond in the solid solution weakens the $a$-$b$ plane ($K_c/K_a = 1.24$), as compared with the stishovite end-member ($K_c/K_a = 1.4$). The equation of state is not significantly affected: the relative compression as a function of pressure is indistinguishable for solid solution and stishovite, as are best-fit bulk moduli (Table 3). The effect of the hydrogen bond is expected to be qualitatively different above 93 GPa where hydrogen bonding in the solid solution may be symmetric. Here, comparison with the AlOOH end-member suggests that the $a$-$b$ plane will be stiffened as compared with stishovite. We find that the symmetric bond in δ-AlOOH substantially stiffens the $a$-$b$ plane with respect to the $c$-axis. Indeed, the symmetric hydrogen bond is the stiffest bond in the structure with a linear modulus of 1527 GPa, as...
compared with that of the Si–O bond in stishovite of 1026 GPa.

The solubility of hydrogen in stishovite increases rapidly with increasing pressure, behavior also found in many low-pressure silicates [5–7]. In the case of stishovite, we may relate the pressure-induced increase in solubility directly to the crystal chemistry of the solid solution. The stishovite–δ-AlOOH join shows a negative volume of solution: the solid solution has a smaller volume than a mechanical mixture of the end-members of the same bulk composition and is therefore increasingly favored with increasing pressure. The thermodynamic relationship between enthalpy and volume of solution, ΔV is:

\[ \frac{\partial \Delta H}{\partial P} = \Delta V \]  

From the zero pressure volumes listed in Table 1, we find \( \Delta V = -0.15 \text{ Å}^3 \), which is indistinguishable within our numerical precision from the value found from inspection of Fig. 4a: \( -0.54 \text{ eV/60 GPa} = -0.12 \text{ Å}^3 \). We may further relate the negative volume of solution to the crystal structure. We find that the average zero-pressure Al–O bond length in the solid solution (1.83 Å) is substantially less than that in the δ-AlOOH end-member (1.91 Å). We attribute this to the stiffness of the stishovite matrix in which the Al-octahedron is embedded and the small amount of relaxation that occurs about the defect. The relative lack of accommodation is reflected in the value of the relaxation parameter, \( \varepsilon = 0.47 \) [37,38], which is at the low end of what has been observed in other solid solutions. Finally, we note that the mismatch between Al–O and Si–O bond lengths in the solid solution is partly relieved by the presence of H, which lowers the symmetry, allowing the Al-octahedron to rotate.

We speculate that the Al+H for Si substitution may be effective in other octahedrally coordinated silicates, such as Mg-rich silicate perovskite. This suggests that previous results on Al-free compositions [39,40] may not be representative of the ability of perovskite to store water in the lower mantle. However, the energetics of solution in perovskite are considerably richer than they are in stishovite. The energetics of the Al+H for Si substitution would have to be considered in concert with those of the Tschermak (Mg\(^{2+}\)+Si\(^{4+}\) = 2Al\(^{3+}\)) and Brownmillerite substitutions (2Si\(^{4+}\) + O\(^2-\) = 2Al\(^{3+}\)+VO) [41]. [SK]
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